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Abstract
A graph G is 3-domination-critical if its domination number  is 3 and the addition of any
edge decreases  by 1. Wojcicka conjectured that every 3-domination-critical graph with ¿ 2
has a hamiltonian cycle (J. Graph Theory 14 (1990) 205–215). The conjecture had been proved
and its proof consists of two parts: the case 6  + 1 (J. Graph Theory 25 (1997) 173–184)
and the case  =  + 2 (Discrete Appl. Math. 92 (1999) 57–70). In this paper, we give a new
and simple proof of the conjecture by using Hanson’s (J. Combin. Math. Combin. Comput. 13
(1993) 121–128) and Bondy-Chv<atal’s (Discrete Math. 15(1976) 111–135) closure operations.
? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs we consider here are Anite, connected, undirected and simple. Let G =
(V (G); E(G)) be a graph. The neighborhood and the degree of a vertex x are denoted
by NG(x)={y∈V (G)|xy∈E(G)} and dG(x)=|NG(x)|, respectively. When no ambigu-
ity can occur, we often simply write N (x) and d(x) for NG(x) and dG(x), respectively.
The minimum degree of G is denoted by (G). Let S be a subset of V (G). The sub-
graph induced by S in G is denoted by G[S] and G− S stands for G[V (G)− S]. The
set S is called a cutset if G − S is disconnected. We use !(G − S) to denote the
number of components of G− S. Let C be a cycle. We denote by →C the cycle C with
a given orientation, and by
←
C the cycle C with the reverse orientation. If u; v∈V (C)
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then u
→
Cv denotes the consecutive vertices of C from u to v in the direction speciAed
by
→
C . The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v
←
Cu. We use u+ to denote
the successor of u and u− to denote its predecessor.
For x and y in V (G), we say that x dominates y (or y is dominated by x) denoted
by x  y, if x = y or x is adjacent to y. For two sets of vertices, X and Y , we say
X dominates Y denoted by X  Y , if each vertex in Y is dominated by some vertex
in X . A subset S of V (G) is a dominating set of the graph G if it dominates V (G).
The domination number (G) is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G. A
clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. An independent set is a set of pairwise
nonadjacent vertices, and the independence number (G) is the maximum cardinality
of an independent set. The connectivity (G) is the minimum cardinality of a cutset
of G. When no ambiguity can occur, we often simply write , ,  and  for (G),
(G), (G) and (G), respectively. A hamiltonian path of G is a path passing exactly
once through every vertex of G. A hamiltonian cycle is a closed hamiltonian path.
Let k be an integer not less than 2. A graph G is called k-domination critical,
abbreviated to k-critical, if (G)=k and (G+e)=k−1 holds for any edge e ∈ E(G).
The concept of domination critical graphs was introduced by Sumner and Blitch [6].
For a 3-critical graph G, the authors of [6] noticed that for any edge uv ∈ E(G),
there exists a vertex w∈V (G)− {u; v} such that either {u; w} dominates V (G)− {v}
but not v or {v; w} dominates V (G)−{u} but not u. We adopt their notation and write
[u; w]→ v in the Arst case and [v; w]→ u in the second case.
As for the hamiltonian properties of 3-critical graphs, Wojcicka proved the following
result, which was conjectured by Sumner and Blitch [6].
Theorem 1 (Wojcicka [8]). Every connected 3-critical graph of order at least 7 has
a hamiltonian path.
In the same paper, Wojcicka further conjectured that every connected 3-critical graph
with ¿ 2 has a hamiltonian cycle.
In [4], Flandrin et al. gave some properties of connected 3-critical graphs with ¿ 2,
which are useful for solving Wojcicka’s conjecture. Furthermore, Favaron et al. proved
the following key result.
Theorem 2 (Favaron et al. [3]). If G is a connected 3-critical graph; then (G)6
(G) + 2.
Moreover, using the properties given in [4], they proved the following:
Theorem 3 (Favaron et al. [3]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2.
If (G)6 (G) + 1; then G has a hamiltonian cycle.
In [7], Tian et al. proved the following:
Theorem 4 (Tian et al. [7]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2. If
(G) = (G) + 2; then G has a hamiltonian cycle.
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Combining Theorems 2–4, Wojcicka’s conjecture is completely solved. However, its
proof, especially that of Theorem 4, is somewhat long and complicated. Our motivation
is to shorten the proof by using some classical tools and results in hamiltonian graph
theory.
As the Arst step, Zhang et al. proved the following:
Theorem 5 (Zhang and Tian [9]). If G is a connected 3-critical graph; then (G)6
(G) + 2.
In the same paper, Zhang et al. give a short proof of Theorem 1 by using Theorem
5 and the following result, which is well known in hamiltonian graph theory:
Theorem 6 (Chv<atal and ErdLos [2]). Let G be a graph of order at least 3:
(a) If (G)6 (G); then G has a hamiltonian cycle.
(b) If (G)6 (G) + 1; then G has a hamiltonian path.
It is well known that in 1976, Bondy and Chv<atal deAned a (hamiltonian) closure
operation of a graph.
Theorem 7 (Bondy and Chv<atal [1]). Let G be a graph of order n¿ 3. Let a and b
be nonadjacent vertices of G such that d(a)+d(b)¿ n. Then G+ab has a hamiltonian
cycle if and only if G has a hamiltonian cycle.
Now, given a graph G of order n, repeat the following recursive operation as long as
possible: For each pair of nonadjacent vertices a and b, if d(a)+d(b)¿ n, then add the
edge ab to G. We denote by cl(G) the resulting graph and call it the Bondy-Chv<atal
(hamiltonian) closure of G. From Theorem 7 we get the following:
Theorem 8 (Bondy and Chv<atal [1]). A graph G of order n¿ 3 has a hamiltonian
cycle if and only if its Bondy-Chv9atal closure cl(G) has a hamiltonian cycle.
Hanson [5] approached the hamiltonian problem for 3-critical graphs by deAning a
closure operation.
Theorem 9 (Hanson [5]). Let v be a vertex with d(v)¿ 3 in a 2-connected; 3-critical
graph G and let a and b be the nonadjacent vertices of G such that [a; b]→ v. Then;
G + ab has a hamiltonian cycle if and only if G has a hamiltonian cycle.
Now, given a 2-connected, 3-critical graph G, we deAne G0 to be G together with
all edges ab ∈ E(G) where [a; b]→ v in G for some vertex v satisfying d(v)¿ 3 and
call it the Hanson closure of G.
Theorem 10 (Hanson [5]). If G is a 2-connected; 3-critical graph; then G has a hamil-
tonian cycle if and only if its Hanson closure G0 has a hamiltonian cycle.
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The following lemma restates a lemma due to Sumner and Blitch [6], which has
proven to be of considerable utility in dealing with 3-critical graphs. In [6] they only
considered the case k¿ 4, which guarantees P(W ) ∩W = ∅. For the cases k = 2 and
3, Lemma 1.1 can be easily veriAed since G is a 3-critical graph.
Lemma 1.1. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph and W an independent set of
k¿ 2 vertices. Then; there exists an ordering w1; w2; : : : ; wk of the vertices of W and
a sequence P(W )=(y1; y2; : : : ; yk−1) of k−1 distinct vertices such that [wi; yi]→ wi+1;
16 i6 k − 1.
The next lemma is a useful consequence of Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 1.2 (Favaron et al. [3]). Let W be an independent set of k¿ 3 vertices of
a 3-critical graph G such that W ∪ {x} is independent for some x ∈ W . Then the
sequence P(W ) de=ned in Lemma 1.1 is contained in N (x).
In this paper, we will give a new and simple proof of Wojcicka’s Conjecture. By
Theorems 5 and 6(a), we need only to consider two cases: =  + 1 and  + 2.
In Section 2, we prove
Theorem 11. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2. If (G)=(G)+1;
then G has a hamiltonian cycle.
In Section 3, we prove
Theorem 12. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2. If (G)=(G)+2;
then G has a hamiltonian cycle.
Thus, combining Theorems 5, 11 and 12, Wojcicka’s Conjecture is proved.
As noticed in [8], every connected 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2 is 2-connected.
Hence we may assume that (G)¿ 2.
2. Proof of Theorem 11
Let G be a 2-connected 3-critical graph with (G) = (G) + 1 and G0 the Hanson
closure of G. When (G)¿ 3, we will show that G0 has a hamiltonian cycle and
hence G has a hamiltonian cycle by Theorem 10. However, we are not able to make
use of Theorem 10 when (G) = 2.
Before starting to prove Theorem 11, we Arst give some notations and lemmas which
we will use in this section.
Let G be a graph and C a longest cycle of G. Suppose G has no hamiltonian cycle
and H is any component of G − C. We set
NC(H) = X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xk};
A= {a1; a2; : : : ; ak} where ai = x+i ;
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Let xi; xj ∈X with i = j. xiHxj denotes a longest (xi; xj)-path with the internal vertices
in V (H). Since C is a longest cycle, we have the following four lemmas, classical
results in hamiltonian theory, so we omit their proofs.
Lemma 2.1. Let ai; aj ∈A (bi; bj ∈B; resp.) with i = j. Then; there is no path in
G− ((V (C)−{ai; aj})∪V (H)) (G− ((V (C)−{bi; bj})∪V (H)); resp.) connecting ai
and aj (bi and bj; resp.).
Lemma 2.2. For any h∈V (H); both A ∪ {h} and B ∪ {h} are independent sets.
Lemma 2.3. Let ai; aj ∈A with i = j. For any vertex v∈ a+i
→
Ca−j ; if vai ∈E(G); then
v−aj ∈ E(G).
Lemma 2.4. Let ai ∈A and bj ∈B with i = j + 1. For any vertex v∈ aj+1
→
Cxi; if
vbj ∈E(G); then v−ai ∈ E(G). Similarly; for any vertex v∈ xj+1
→
Cbi−1; if vbj ∈E(G);
then v+ai ∈ E(G).
Lemma 2.5 (Flandrin et al. [4]). Let G be a 3-critical graph with (G)¿ 2 and T a
cutset of G. Then !(G − T )6 |T |.
Proof of Theorem 11. We consider the following two cases separately:
Case 1: (G) = 2.
Let C be a longest cycle of G. Since (G)=(G)+1, we have (G)=3. By Lemma
2.2, we have
|NC(H)|= 2 for any component H of G − C: (1)
Claim 2.1. If |C1|¿ 2; then a1b1 ∈E(G).
Proof of Claim 2.1. Otherwise we have |C2|¿ 2 and a1b2; a2b1 ∈E(G) since (G)=3.
By Lemma 2.2 and (G) = 3; we have {a1; b1}  C2. This implies that there is some
vertex v∈C2 such that vb1; v+a1 ∈E(G); which contradicts Lemma 2.4. Hence we have
a1b1 ∈E(G) if |C1|¿ 2. Similarly; we have a2b2 ∈E(G) if |C2|¿ 2.
Claim 2.2. For any u∈C1 with a1u+ ∈E(G) and v∈C2 with a2v+ ∈E(G); uv ∈ E(G).








Cvu is a cycle longer than C; a
contradiction. By symmetry; for any u∈C1 with b1u− ∈E(G) and v∈C2 with b2v− ∈
E(G); uv ∈ E(G).
Claim 2.3. For each vertex v∈C1 − {a1}; a1v∈E(G).
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Proof of Claim 2.3. Otherwise assume that y is the last vertex in
→
C[a+1 ; b1] which is
not adjacent to a1. Then; by Claim 2.2; {a1; y; a2; h} is an independent set of four
vertices which contradicts (G) = 3; where h∈H . By symmetry; we have aiv∈E(G)
for any v∈Ci − {ai} and biv∈E(G) for any v∈Ci − {bi}; where i = 1; 2.
Claim 2.4. !(G − C) = 1.
Proof of Claim 2.4. Suppose to the contrary that H ′ is another component of G − C.
Take h∈H and h′ ∈H ′. Since (G)=3; we have NC(H ′)∩A = ∅ for otherwise A∪{h; h′}
is an independent set of four vertices. Similarly; NC(H ′) ∩ B = ∅. By Lemma 2.1; we
may assume NC(H ′) ∩ A = {a1}. If b2 ∈NC(H ′); then C′ = a1
→
Cb2H ′a1 is a cycle
not less than C and H0 = H ∪ {x1} is a component of G − C′. But |NC′(H0)|¿ 3
which contradicts (1). Hence we have b1 ∈NC(H ′). By the maximality of C; we have
|C1|¿ 3. By Claims 2.1 and 2.3; we can see that {a+1 ; a2; h; h′} is an independent set
of four vertices which contradicts (G) = 3.
By Lemma 2.5 and Claim 2.4, we have E(C1; C2) = ∅. By Claims 2.1, 2.2 and
2.3, we have E(C1; C2) ⊆ {a1b2; a2b1}. Assume a1b2 ∈E(G). By Lemma 2.1, |Ci|¿ 2
for i = 1; 2. We now show a2b1 ∈E(G). Otherwise there is some vertex z such that
[a2; z] → b1 or [b1; z] → a2. By symmetry, we may assume [a2; z] → b1. Obviously,
z ∈ V (H)∪{x2}. Thus, in order to dominate V (H), we have z=x1. That is [a2; x1]→ b1.




Cx2Hx1 is a cycle longer than C.
Thus, noting that G is 2-connected, we have |H |=1 for otherwise a2
→
Cb2a1x1Hx2a2 is a
cycle longer than C. Since b1b2 ∈ E(G), there is some vertex y such that [b1; y]→ b2
or [b2; y] → b1. In order to dominate V (H), we have y = x2 in the former case and
y = x1 in the latter case. If [b1; x2] → b2, then by Claim 2.3, we have {x2; b2} 
V (G), a contradiction. If [b2; x1]→ b1, then since |H |= 1, we have {b2; x2}  V (G),
a contradiction again. Hence E(C1; C2) = {a1b2; a2b1}. This implies that |Ci|¿ 3 for
i = 1; 2 by Lemma 2.4. By Claim 2.3, we have a+1 a
+
2 ∈ E(G). Assume without loss
of generality that x is a vertex such that [a+1 ; x] → a+2 , then to dominate V (H) and
C2 − {a+2 } we have x = x1. This is impossible since by Lemma 2.4 and E(C1; C2) =
{a1b2; a2b1}, {a+1 ; x1}  a2, a contradiction.
Case 2: (G)¿ 3.
Let C be a longest cycle of G0. Suppose that G0 has no hamiltonian cycle and H is a
component of G0−C. Set NG(H)∩V (C)=X and deAne A, B and Ci as before. Noting
that (G0)6 (G), (G0)¿ (G) and (G)=(G)+1, we have (G0)6 (G)=(G)+
16 (G0) + 1. By Theorem 6(a), we may assume (G0) = (G0) + 1. This implies
that (G) = (G0) = k. Thus,
NG0 (H) ∩ V (C) = X: (2)
Clearly, A is also an independent set of G. Considering A, by (2) and Lemmas 1.1,
1.2, we may assume [aij ; xij ] → aij+1 ; 16 j6 k − 1. Thus, we can get that V (H) ⊆
NG(xij) for 16 j6 k − 1. Taking u∈NG(xik ) ∩ V (H), then u∈ (∩ki=1NG(xi)) ∩ V (H).
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That is,
uxi ∈E(G) for 16 i6 k: (3)
We now show that |A ∪ B|¿ k + 1. If |A ∪ B|= k, then |Ci|= 1 for 16 i6 k. By
Lemma 2.2 and [ai1 ; xi1 ]→ ai2 , we have |NG0 (ai2 )∩V (C)|6 k−1. Since (G0)=k, there
exists some component H ′ of G0 −C such that NG0 (ai2 )∩ V (H ′) = ∅. By Lemma 2.1,
we have NG0 (H
′)∩V (C) ⊆ X ∪ {ai2}− {xi2 ; xi2+1}, which implies that (G0)6 k − 1,
a contradiction.
Now we claim that there exists a vertex v∈A∪B and a vertex z such that [v; z]→ u
in G. For any v∈A ∪ B, we have vu ∈ E(G0) and hence vu ∈ E(G). Thus for any
vertex v∈A∪B, there exists a vertex z such that [u; z]→ v or [v; z]→ u. If [u; z]→ v,
by Theorem 9, we have z ∈X . Clearly, for v1; v2 ∈A ∪ B with v1 = v2, if [u; z1] → v1
and [u; z2]→ v2, then z1 = z2. Thus, since |A∪B|¿ k+1, there exists a vertex v∈A∪B
and a vertex z such that [v; z]→ u.
By symmetry, we may assume that [a1; z]→ u. By (3), we have z ∈ X .
Claim 2.5. z = bk .
Proof of Claim 2.5. Since (G0)¿ 3; we have z ∈ A by Lemma 2.2. Suppose that
z ∈Ci.
If i = k, then z = bi. Otherwise, we have [bi; a1]→ u and biai+1; a1bi+1 ∈E(G). This
implies that there exists a vertex v∈Ci+1 such that vbi ∈E(G) and v+a1 ∈E(G), which
contradicts Lemma 2.4. Thus, z+ ∈ X and hence z+u ∈ E(G0).
Since [a1; z] → u, we have zai+1 ∈E(G) by Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.3, we have
z+aj ∈ E(G0) for j = i + 1. If z+ai+1 ∈E(G0), then by Lemma 2.4 we have zbi+1 ∈
E(G0) and hence a1bi+1 ∈E(G). Noting that [a1; z]→ u and zai+1; a1bi+1 ∈E(G), there







Cx1u is a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. Hence z+ai+1 ∈ E(G0). Thus,
A∪ {z+; u} is an independent set of G0 with k +2 vertices, and hence (G0)¿ k +2,
again a contradiction.
If i = k and z = bk , then we have z+ ∈ X and hence z+u ∈ E(G0). By the def-
inition of G0, we have za1 ∈E(G0). By Lemma 2.4, we have z+bj; z−bj ∈ E(G0)






Cx1u is a cycle longer than C, a
contradiction. Hence z−z+ ∈ E(G0). Thus, B ∪ {u; z−; z+} − {bk} is an independent
set of k + 2 vertices, which implies that (G0)¿ k + 2, a contradiction. Thus we
have z = bk .
By Claim 2.5, we have [a1; bk ]→ u. By the deAnition of G0, a1bk ∈E(G0). Thus by
Lemma 2.2, we have |C1|¿ 2 and |Ck |¿ 2 which implies |A∪B|¿ k+2. By Lemma
2.3, we have N (x1) ∩ (A ∪ B− {a1; bk}) = ∅. Since k¿ 3, by Lemma 2.2, we can see
that for any vertex v∈A ∪ B, [u; x1] → v is impossible. For any v∈A ∪ B − {a1; bk},
there exists a vertex z such that [u; z] → v or [v; z] → u. If [u; z] → v, by Theorem
9, we have z ∈X . Thus, noting that |X | = k and |A ∪ B|¿ k + 2, there is a vertex
v∈A ∪ B − {a1; bk} and a vertex z such that [v; z] → u. By (3), z ∈ X . Assume
without loss of generality that v∈A, say v= al. Since N (x1) ∩ (A ∪ B− {a1; bk}) = ∅,
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we have z = bl−1. By some analogous argument to the proof of Claim 2.5, we have
(G0)¿ k + 2, a contradiction.
3. Proof of Theorem 12
Let G be a 2-connected 3-critical graph with (G) = (G) + 2 and G0 the Hanson
closure of G. We will prove that (cl(G0))6 (cl(G0)), and hence G has a hamiltonian
cycle by Theorems 6(a), 8 and 10.
To prove Theorem 12, we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with (G) = (G) + 2¿ 4. Then;
(a) (Tian et al. [7]) G has only one vertex; say x0; with degree (G);
(b) (Favaron et al. [3]) Every maximum independent set of G contains x0; and N (x0)
is a clique.
Lemma 3.2 (Zhang and Tian [9]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph. If (G) =
(G) + 2 then (G) = (G).
By Theorem 5, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we can get the following corollaries:
Corollary 3.1 (Zhang and Tian [9]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with
(G)¿ 2. If (G) = (G) + 2; then G has only one minimum cutset; which is the
neighborhood of the unique vertex with degree (G); and is a clique in G.
Corollary 3.2 (Zhang and Tian [9]). Let G be a connected 3-critical graph with
(G)¿ 2 and (G) = (G) + 2; and let x0 be the vertex with degree (G). Then
(G − x0)¿ (G) + 1.
Now, let G be a connected 3-critical graph with = (G) + 2¿ 4. By Lemma 3.2,
we have (G) = (G) + 2. Let I be a maximum independent set of G and x0 the only
vertex with d(x0)=. By Lemma 3.1(b) we have, x0 ∈ I and N (x0) is a clique. Denote
W = I −{x0}={w1; w2; : : : ; w+1}, N (x0)={x1; x2; : : : ; x}. Set U =V (G)− (I ∪N (x0)),
N (w1) ∩ U = U1 and U2 = U − U1. Obviously, |U |= n− 2− 2.
Since ¿ 2, we have that |W |¿ 3. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that [wi; xi]→ wi+1 for 16 i6 .
Lemma 3.3. For 16 i6 ; we have [w1; xi]→ wi+1.
Proof. We consider only the case i¿ 2. Since w1wi+1 ∈ E(G); there exists a vertex
z such that [w1; z] → wi+1 or [wi+1; z] → w1. It is easy to see that z ∈N (x0) in both
cases. Noting that [wj; xj]→ wj+1 for 16 j6 ; we have [w1; xi]→ wi+1.
By Lemma 3.3, we have wixi ∈E(G) for 26 i6 . Noting that [wi; xi]→ wi+1 for
16 i6 , we have
N (x0)− {x1} ⊆ N (w1) and N (x0)− {xi−1} ⊆ N (wi) for 26 i6 + 1: (4)
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Lemma 3.4. Let u be any vertex such that ux0 ∈ E(G). If N (u)∩N (x0) = ∅; then for
any vertex z ∈V (G); [x0; z]→ u is impossible.
Proof. Otherwise; we have {z; xi}  V (G) for any xi ∈N (x0) ∩ N (u) since N (x0) is a
clique.
Lemma 3.5. For any u∈V (G)− N [x0]; if N (x0) ⊆ N (u); then d(u)¿ n− − 2.
Proof. Let v∈V (G) − N [x0] and uv ∈ E(G). Suppose that z is a vertex such that
[u; z] → v or [v; z] → u. In order to dominate x0; we have z ∈N [x0]. By Lemma 3.4
and N (x0) ⊆ N (u); we can see that [v; z]→ u is impossible. Thus we have [u; z]→ v.
If z = x0; then d(u)¿ n − 3 and there is nothing to prove. Hence we may assume;
without loss of generality; that z ∈N (x0). This implies that for any v∈V (G) − N [x0]
and uv ∈ E(G); there exists some vertex zv ∈N (x0) such that [u; zv] → v. Clearly; for
any two distinct vertices v; w∈V (G) − N [x0] and v; w ∈ N (u); zv = zw. Thus; since
|N (x0)|=; we can see that there are at most  vertices of V (G)−N [x0] not contained
in N (u). Noting that N (x0) ⊆ N (u); we have d(u)¿ n− − 2.
Corollary 3.4. For any u∈U2; we have d(u)¿ n− − 2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3; we have N (x0) ⊆ N (u). Thus d(u)¿ n− − 2.
Lemma 3.6. For any 16 i6 ; N (wi) ∩ N (xi) ∩ U = ∅.
Proof. Since wi+1x0 ∈ E(G) and N (wi+1) ∩ N (x0) = ∅; by Lemma 3.4; there is some
vertex z such that [wi+1; z] → x0. Obviously; z ∈ N [x0]. If z ∈W then the ver-
tices of W − {wi+1; z} can not be dominated. Thus z ∈U . Since [wi+1; z] → x0 and
wi+1wi; wi+1xi ∈ E(G); we have zwi; zxi ∈E(G).
Lemma 3.7. Let 26 i6 . If d(wi) = + 1; then d(wi+1) + d(xi)¿ n.
Proof. By (4) and Lemma 3.6; we have |N (wi)∩N (xi)|¿ −1. Since [wi; xi]→ wi+1
and wixi ∈E(G) we get d(wi) + d(xi) = |N (wi)∪N (xi)|+ |N (wi)∩N (xi)|¿ n+ − 2
and hence d(xi)¿ n− 2 + − d(wi) = n− 3¿ n− − 1. By Lemma 3.1(a); we have
d(wi+1)¿ + 1. This implies d(xi) + d(wi+1)¿ n.
Let G0 be the Hanson closure of G. Since d(w2)¿  + 1 by Lemma 3.1(a) and
[w1; x1]→ w2, we have w1x1 ∈E(G0) by the deAnition of G0.
Let G∗ denote the Bondy-Chv<atal closure cl(G0) of G0. For convenience, we use
N ∗(x) and d∗(x) for NG∗(x) and dG∗(x), respectively.
Lemma 3.8. w1x0 ∈E(G∗).
Proof. (3.1) We show that U ⊆ N ∗(w1).
If w1x1 ∈E(G), then since N (x0) ⊆ N (w1), d(w1)¿ n− − 2 by Lemma 3.5. Thus,
U ⊆ N (w1) ⊆ N ∗(w1).
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If w1x1 ∈ E(G), we may assume without loss of generality that U2 = ∅, otherwise
U ⊆ N ∗(w1). By Corollary 3.4, we have d(u)¿ n −  − 2 for each u∈U2. Since
d∗(w1) = d(w1) + 1¿ + 2, we have d∗(w1) + d∗(u)¿ n for each u∈U2. Therefore
U ⊆ N ∗(w1).
(3.2) We show that w1x0 ∈E(G∗).
By (3.1), N (x0) ∪ U ⊆ N ∗(w1). Thus, we have d∗(w1)¿ n −  − 2. By Lemma
3.7, if d(w2) =  + 1 then x2w3 ∈E(G∗) and hence d∗(w3)¿d(w3) + 1¿  + 2.
Therefore, we have that at least one of w1w2 and w1w3 belongs to E(G∗). Thus,
d∗(w1)¿ n−−1. Note that for each wi ∈W , d(wi)¿ +1. Thus, d∗(w1)+d(wi)¿ n
and hence w1wi ∈E(G∗). This implies that V (G) − {w1; x0} ⊆ N ∗(w1) and hence
d∗(w1) + d∗(x0)¿ n. Thus, w1x0 ∈E(G∗).
The proof of Lemma 3.8 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 12. For any maximum independent set I of G; by Lemma 3.1 we
have x0 ∈ I ; and by Lemma 3.8; we have w1x0 ∈E(G∗). This implies that (G∗)6
(G)− 1.
We claim that G − N (x0) contains exactly two connected components. Otherwise,
(G−x0)−N (x0) would be disconnected, which contradicts Corollary 3.2. By Corollary
3.1, N (x0) is the unique minimum cutset of G. Thus (G + w1x0)¿ (G) + 1. Since
G + w1x0 is a spanning subgraph of G∗, we have (G∗)¿ (G) + 1.
Since (G) = (G) + 2, we have (G∗)6 (G∗). By Theorem 6(a), G∗ has a
hamiltonian cycle. Hence G0 has a hamiltonian cycle as a consequence of Theorem 8,
and so G has a hamiltonian cycle as a result of Theorem 10.
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